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Theory
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What is the SIR model ? 
Definition from Wikipedia:

This model is reasonably predictive for infectious diseases which are transmitted 
from human to  human,  and  where  recovery  confers  lasting  resistance,  such 
as measles, mumps and rubella.

The model consists of three compartments: 

— S for the number of susceptible

— I for the number of infected 

— R for the number of removed (immune plus deaths)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mumps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubella


SIR model

William Ogilvy Kermack Anderson Gray McKendrick 

This model was first proposed in 1927 by William Ogilvy Kermack 
and Anderson Gray McKendrick

Scottish biochemist Scottish epidemiologist
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Ogilvy_Kermack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anderson_Gray_McKendrick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Ogilvy_Kermack
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anderson_Gray_McKendrick


The equations of the SIR model
Three ordinary differential equations

3 free parameters:
!β, γ, N

d(S + I + R)
dt

= 0

It follows that:
!

where N is the total population

S + I + R = N = constant
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Initial conditions

It is a good idea to start with just 1 infected, setting these initial conditions:

!
!
!

I0 = 1
R0 = 0
S0 = N − 1

Let us see how the system evolves using different !β, γ, N
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SIR model, varying the parameters

http://www.public.asu.edu/~hnesse/classes/sir.html

There is a website to compute simulations varying 
the three parameters of the SIR model

— !  regulates the strength of    
the virus spread

— !  gives the duration of the 
illness

— N just affects the normalization

β

γ−1
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http://www.public.asu.edu/~hnesse/classes/sir.html


The basic reproduction number
The basic reproduction number is commonly called R0. Here is the definition:

R0 =
�S

�N
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R0> 1 , the number of active infected increases
R0<1, the number of active infected decreases
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Meaning of R0

In epidemiology the basic reproduction number (R0) of an infection can 
be thought as the expected number of cases directly generated by one 
case in a population where all individuals are susceptible to infection.

Example with R0=2 
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R0 of some diseases
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Some example, varying R0
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Let us fix the characteristic duration of the illness to 14 days (gamma=1/14)
1 infected at the beginning of the epidemic, population of 1000 people

A smaller R0 results in a smaller  number of infected people at the peak of the epidemic.
This information is crucial to avoid the saturation of the hospitals



Other examples, varying R0
300 infected people, 100 have already recovered 

With R0 > 1 the epidemic reaches the peak and then decreases 
With R0 < 1 the epidemic decreases
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Limitation of the SIR model

The greatest limitation of the SIR model is that, fixing beta and gamma, R0 only 
depends on the fraction of susceptible people
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R0(t) = R̃0
S(t)

N
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This cannot describe the reality. 
In case of containment measures R0 should decrease more quickly

We did some changes to improve the model, in order to make predictions.
This has been done together with the CoVstat team 



CoVstat team
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More info on https://covstat.it/chi-siamo/

https://covstat.it/chi-siamo/


SIR 2.0: The new definition of R0
We introduce a new ingredient in the model. 

After a certain time (t_thresh) , R0 starts to decrease exponentially

We call this model SIR 2.0 and it contains two new parameters:
- tau (the decay time of R0)
- t_thresh (the time in which the quarantine starts) 

4 parameters in total: �, �, ⌧, tthresh
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Code on my Github page: 
https://github.com/apalladi/datascienceprojects/tree/master/covid19 !16

R0(t) =
βS(t)
γN

e− t
τ

https://github.com/apalladi/datascienceprojects/tree/master/covid19


Asymptomatic patients ?
According to the virologist  Ilaria Capua:

2/3 of patients might be asymptomatic. 

Therefore the total number of infected people might be 
a factor 3 higher than the official numbers reported in television

We account for that in the model.
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Asymptomatic patients ?

https://www.ars.toscana.it/2-articoli/4310-coronavirus-studio-popolazione-vo-euganeo-43-per-cento-positivi-asintomatico.html

A study conducted on the population of Vo’ Euganeo (in the region of Veneto) 
shows that 43% of people tested positive to Covid19 do not show symptoms. 

Other researches: 

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/sph/ide/gida-fellowships/Imperial-College-COVID19-Europe-estimates-and-NPI-impact-30-03-2020.pdf

A study conducted by the Imperial College is much more extreme and shows that 6 
million of Italian people have been infected. 

In this case the fatality rate would be equal to 0.5%, like a normal flu 
(hard to believe. Why intensive cares were so stressed ? )
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https://www.ars.toscana.it/2-articoli/4310-coronavirus-studio-popolazione-vo-euganeo-43-per-cento-positivi-asintomatico.html
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-college/medicine/sph/ide/gida-fellowships/Imperial-College-COVID19-Europe-estimates-and-NPI-impact-30-03-2020.pdf


Presentation of data
last update, 4th of May 2020
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The situation in Italy

The curve of total cases is not in the saturation regime

Total: 211938
Recovered: 82879
Deaths: 29079
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Mortality rate vs fatality rate

Mortality rate: number of deaths divided by the population, for a certain period of time.

Fatality rate: number of deaths from a certain disease compared to the total number of 
people diagnosed with the disease, for a certain period of time.

Number of deaths: 29079
Total cases: 211938 Fatality rate = 29079/211938 = 13.7% ?

NO !
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Fatality rate
Number of deaths: 29079
Total cases: 211938 Fatality rate = 29079/211938 = 13.7% ?

NO !

It is wrong due to two elements:
1) in the previous calculation we assume that all the other patients will recover. We should 

see, at the end of the epidemic, how many people died among these 211938 cases (this 
would increase the fatality rate)

2) asymptomatic patients are not taken into account (this would decrease the fatality rate) 

In conclusion, it is hard to estimate the fatality rate during the epidemic
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Cases for each region

3.5 cases each 1000 people on average. 

Strong asymmetry 
between 

North and South

Cases every 1000 people



Tests for each region

The average is 40 tests each 1000 people. 
More than 2 millions in total

More tests in Lombardia ? 
No ! 



Daily cases

Is this the peak of the epidemic ? 

No ! This is just the peak of the 
derivative functions.
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Active infected
Active infected are people that are really infected now.

It is obtained from total cases - recovered - deaths

True peak, 20 April

Lockdown
• Number of active infected 
• at the peak: about 108.257
• Number of active infected 
• at the lockdown: 7.985
• Number of active infected 

now: 99.980
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Intensive care
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10% of active infected at the beginning of the epidemic, only 2% now



R0 behavior
R0<1, the epidemic decreases
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Map of R0 in the regions
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Green: the number of infected 
people decreases  (R0<1)

Dark orange: the number of 
infected people increases (R0>1)

Still few regions in which R0>1:
- Lombardia
- Sicilia
- Puglia
- Piemonte



Fatality rate per age

Source BBC



Comparison between  
data and model
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last update, 4th of May 2020



Comparison between model and data
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Recall the parameters of the model:
— !  regulates the strength of    the virus spread
— !  gives the duration of the illness
— tau gives the decay time of R0
— t_thresh denotes the time in which R0 starts decaying 

β
γ−1

The parameters that maximizes the agreement between model and 
data are:

 β = 0.389, γ = 0.048, ttresh = 0, τ = 25.81

Data are taken from “Protezione Civile”
The first day of the dataset is the 24th of February



Comparison between model and data

Red: true data
Blue: model

The average error of the model on past data is 4.7%



Does the model work ?
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Abstract of my seminar given at DESY,
on the 9th of March

Expected infected at the peak: 100.000  —-> True number : 108.257
Expected number of deaths: between 20.000 - 30.000 -> True number: 29079 



Future estimations
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This is NOT a prediction !

It is obtained starting with a 
certain R0 at the 4th of May

Then:

!R0(t) ∼ R4thMay
0

S(t)
N

where N is the population 
and are the susceptible people 



Situation in Europe
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Focus Germany

Germany relaxes lockdown, cases increase again

Is it true ? 



Focus on Germany
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It is not true !
The curve decreases in Germany 

The  R0  measured  by  the  Robert 
Koch Institute was between [0.7-1.0] 
before  the  phase  2  and  it  was 
between [0.8-1.1] for just 1 day after 
the beginning of phase 2. Nowadays 
it is between [0.66-0.89]

https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/
Situationsberichte/2020-05-04-en.pdf?

__blob=publicationFile&fbclid=IwAR00RxblC87IVqTHy02aFhvTxJKXuQ6a
XMTsq6Al_r7mBxN-CxJyIpBKQkE

https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Situationsberichte/2020-05-04-en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&fbclid=IwAR00RxblC87IVqTHy02aFhvTxJKXuQ6aXMTsq6Al_r7mBxN-CxJyIpBKQkE
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Situationsberichte/2020-05-04-en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&fbclid=IwAR00RxblC87IVqTHy02aFhvTxJKXuQ6aXMTsq6Al_r7mBxN-CxJyIpBKQkE
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Situationsberichte/2020-05-04-en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&fbclid=IwAR00RxblC87IVqTHy02aFhvTxJKXuQ6aXMTsq6Al_r7mBxN-CxJyIpBKQkE
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Situationsberichte/2020-05-04-en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&fbclid=IwAR00RxblC87IVqTHy02aFhvTxJKXuQ6aXMTsq6Al_r7mBxN-CxJyIpBKQkE


Situation in the world (plots)
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Thanks for the attention
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